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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon, thanks for coming along to hear about our project.It is funded by the Australian Governments National Environmental Research Program also known as NERP and the key partners are the Kimberley Land Council, Uni of western Australia, Griffith Uni, NAILSMA, and the Nyul Nyul Rangers CLICK and I will hand over the a couple of the rangers now, Yoshi and Ninjana



THE NYUL NYUL RANGERS 
SUPPORTED BY THE  

KIMBERLEY LAND COUNCIL 



NYUL NYUL COUNTRY 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
YA and NWTalk about where Nyul Nyul country is. Remember there are people from all over the worldTalk about the ranger group and a little bit about what you doDifferent kinds of freshwater places on Nyul Nyul Country
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NAILSMA is an Indigenous led organisation that 
empowers Indigenous people across north 
Australia to care for country and future 
generations of Australians. 
 



•Providing practical solutions that support Indigenous people 
and the management of their lands. 

•Assist Indigenous people through livelihoods and 
employment on their country. 

•Culturally appropriate programs focusing  on Indigenous 
knowledge and contemporary science. 

•Supporting Traditional Owners to contribute to healthy 
country and healthy people on traditional lands. 

 



Programs 
• I-Tracker 

• Saltwater People Network 

• Carbon Program 

• Water Resource Management 

• The North Australian Indigenous Experts Forum on Sustainable 
Economic Development 

 



WHAT IS 

• I-Tracker, is short for Indigenous Tracker; 

• It gives Indigenous communities the power to record, 
analyse and map land and sea management data 
locally; 

• Provides a network across north Australia of ranger 
groups collecting and managing information;  

• Partnering with scientists and researchers; and 

• Provides training, development and technical support 
for Indigenous rangers. 

 
 

 



Ranger 
computer 

I-TRACKER DATA COLLECTION TOOL 

 
 

I-Tracker 
applications created 
in consultation with 
Traditional Owners, 

scientists, data 
other users 

CyberTracker and 
applications installed 
onto ranger computer 

and customised 

Application 
installed onto 

the PDA 

Patrol complete, rangers 
sync PDA with computer. 

All data goes from the 
PDA into a CyberTracker 
database for storage and 

analysis 

PDAs 
accompany 

rangers on all 
patrols 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In recent years across the north there has been a significant move towards using a 2 tool box approach to environmental monitoring, combining western science and traditional ecological knowledge; and it is becoming more widely recognised that indigenous people, both rangers and other community members, are well positioned to monitor and report on biodiversity. Not only do indigenous people make up the majority of the population in many remote regions of northern Australia, they also have strong cultural links to country and therefore a genuine and deep interest in protecting the environment for future generations.Theme 5.1 is using partnerships between researchers and indigenous land managers to generate tools for biodiversity monitoring and reporting



• Nyul Nyul Rangers part of the NAILSMA I-Tracker 
network 

• Already using I-Tracker applications for patrols 
• Raised issue of freshwater management with 

NAILSMA and UWA staff during training visits 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nyul Nyul people have a lot of traditional knowledge about freshwater, but wanted to know more about how they could improve their management because there are new things happening that they could see were threatening the health of their freshwater habitats CLICK



Invasive fish species Mosquito 
Fish Gambusia holbrooki 

 

Management  
issues 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
YA and NW:Rangers and the community have identified a number of threats introduced donkeysIntroduced animals such as donkeys and cattleInvasive fishHot fires changing habitatWater extraction



THE PROJECT • Collect baseline data 
to monitor change 

• Building local 
capacity for 
freshwater research 
and monitoring 
(training and data 
collection tools) 

• Develop a plan for 
ongoing freshwater 
monitoring  

• Create a customised 
I-Tracker tool to 
collect the data 



THE RESEARCHERS 
 Doug Ward and Dominic Valdez: 

Australian Rivers Institute, Griffith Uni 
 

Rebecca Dobbs, Neil Pettit and Brad 
Pusey: Centre for Excellence in Natural 
Resource Management, Uni of Western 

Australia 
 



SURVEYING FRESHWATER LIFE 

Each dot is a place (sample site) where someone has collected 
information about what types of animal are found there 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very little scientific information, except for birds, is available about water bugs, turtles or fish.We need to do some surveys to learn about what is there.Without this information it makes it hard to develop a management plan and design a monitoring program



FRESHWATER FISH: BRAD PUSEY 
EMPIRE GUDGEON 

A VERY SPECIAL FISH 

OXEYE HERRING 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
YA and NW:Not much science has been done about the freshwater fish in the region.During the scoping fieldtrips rangers and researchers identified the highly invasive Mosquito fish at a number of sites. Mapping where this fish occurs will be an important part of this project, aswell as the native fish species.



MONITORING WATERHOLES USING SATELLITE 
IMAGERY: DOUG WARD 

•Landsat data is FREE and easy to get 
•Takes a image (like a photograph) of the same place 
every 16 days 
•Has a 20 + yr image archive that is easy to access 
 

Landsat image of Dampier Peninsula  
 



 Landsat data can help identify 
•   How much water is in the waterholes 

Wet season flooding Dry season waterholes 



Landsat data can help identify 
•   How waterhole turbidity changes over time 
•   How many water plants are growing in the water 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The top 3 photos are taken at different times of year at the same waterhole near Kowanyama in QLDThe next 3 pictures below are satellite images of the same waterhole that have been used to calculate how muddy the water is. Blue is very clear, yellow means its getting muddyThe bottom 3 show how many plants like lilies are covering the top of the water. Darker green means more plants, light green less plantsAll of these things tell us something about how healthy the freshwater places are.This work is extra special because we can learn about what has happened in the past, which you can’t usually do with most science This information can then be linked to local knowledge about what has been happening on country, numbers of feral animals, bad fire seasons etc to help make links between what people already know and scientific data. 



WATERWAYS EDUCATION: REBECCA DOBBS AND NEIL PETTIT 

Training 

Awareness 

Monitoring 

MANAGEMENT 

Research 



REBECCA DOBBS AND NEIL PETTIT 
• Collection of lots of baseline data i.e. water 

quality, water plants 
• Adapting existing sampling techniques  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standard freshwater monitoring techniques often require complex or expensive equipment, processing of samples off site and high level interpretation of results. Rebecca and Neil have been working with indigenous rangers sampling freshwater and will look at ways to adapt existing techniques so that they are practical for use by ranger groups 



• Fish and 
macroinvertebrate surveys 

• Measuring water quality 
• Vegetation assessments 

 



Fieldwork starts this weekend! 

THANKS, 
QUESTIONS? 



FRESHWATER EEL: A VERY IMPORTANT FISH! 

Larvae float around at sea for up to 
200 days, make it back to Kimberley 
coast where they move back into 
creeks and wetlands where they 
grow into adults 

Adults live in freshwater and live 
to be very old – more than 20 

years 

Move out to sea 
and then move a 
long way to 
breeding ground.  
Eel found on 
Dampier 
Peninsula 
believed to 
spawn in deep 
water (300m) off 
Sumatra in 
Indonesia 
 

We need to look 
after the habitat 

of eels during 
this phase 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
YA and NW:Not much science has been done about the freshwater fish in the region.During the scoping fieldtrips rangers and researchers identified the highly invasive Mosquito fish at a number of sites. Mapping where this fish occurs will be an important part of this project, aswell as the native fish species.



FRESHWATER RESEARCH AND MONITORING 

Freshwater places are culturally important and are 
coming under increasing pressure from threats 
including feral animals, sedimentation, waste water 
discharge and surface or groundwater extraction 
for mining, agriculture etc 

Standard freshwater monitoring techniques often 
require complex or expensive equipment, 
processing of samples off site and high level 
interpretation of results    

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
North Australia is fairly unique in that there are still vast tracts of land such as the Kimberley with little direct impact from threats such mining and urban development. That is not to say there aren’t threatening processes present, such as low density pasturalism, the impacts of feral animals, inappropriate fire regimes and these are already having an impact in biodiversity. It seems inevitable that  other threatening processes will emerge in even the most pristine areas and it has become clear from speaking to many indigenous rangers that one thing that is of particular concern is the protection of freshwater.In the Kimberley NAILSMA through the I-Tracker project, and UWA and Department of Water (WA) through their Waterways education program have heard that ranger groups want tools to monitor their freshwater. With the assistance of the Kimberley Land Council the Nyul Nyul rangers from the southern Dampier Peninsula have been selected as a suitable group to collaborate with. There are a number of different type of freshwater bodies  in the region, which are important to Nyul Nyul people, some of which are home to a freshwater eel, a totem animal and feature of the rangers badge. 



PROGRESS 
• Initial community consultation completed and resolution 

to support project passed  
• UWA Animal Ethics permit in place   
• UWA Human Ethics application approval in progress 
• Project proposal approved by Kimberley Land Council 

Research Ethics and Access Committee 
• Research agreement developed by NAILSMA and KLC 

currently with research partners for signoff 
• Scoping trips to identify possible sampling sites 

completed 
• First major sampling trip starts this Saturday 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Northern Australia is fairly unique in that there are still vast tracts of land such as the Kimberley with little direct impact from threats such mining and urban development. That is not to say there aren’t threatening processes present, such as low density pasturalism, the impacts of feral animals, inappropriate fire regimes and these are already having an impact in biodiversity. It seems inevitable that  other threatening processes will emerge in even the most pristine areas and it has become clear from speaking to many indigenous rangers that one thing that is of particular concern is the protection of freshwater.In the Kimberley NAILSMA through the I-Tracker project, and UWA and Department of Water (WA) through their Waterways education program have heard that ranger groups want tools to monitor their freshwater. With the assistance of the Kimberley Land Council the Nyul Nyul rangers from the southern Dampier Peninsula have been selected as a suitable group to collaborate with. There are a number of different type of freshwater bodies  in the region, which are important to Nyul Nyul people, some of which are home to a freshwater eel, a totem animal and feature of the rangers badge. 
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